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CityOmnis ® is a concentrator for the manage-
ment of heterogeneous flows of geographical and 
non-geographic information and constitutes a plat-
form for data management governance. 

CityOmnis ® is delivered in SaaS and is com-
pletely web oriented, so it does not require the in-
stallation of any software. Its interface is completely 
web oriented opensource and uses different data-
bases between them federated or not. 

Its database component has got a relational 
DB with spatial extension but it interfaces natively 
with remote databases via API, WMS connection, 
direct connection or dedicated import of shapefiles 
or, on request, other vector data. The basic version 
of CityOmnis ® includes DB Postgresql with PostGIS 
extension, but it is also possible to configure interfa-
ces with other DBs if the customer has got licenses 
that he wants to use.

CityOmnis® is a technological platform that, through the collection and processing 
of data and information, allows the monitoring, analysis and management of the 
urban development cycle in all its aspects







URBAN LAND

A complete management of the city and its transformations for a Smart 
City and a Smart Land.

3 
LE

VE
LS

CityOmnis ®, through appropriate verticalization modules, operates at three levels:

URBAN LIFE

The city is also formed by citizens who live there and which internally 
establish a dense network of relationships.

UNDERGROUND
Underground represents the entire system below the visible level.

General characteristics of 
CityOmnis®
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 [  URBAN LAND  ]

In real time it is possible to 
control the entire building stock 
of the city, green areas, evolu-
tion of construction plans, ur-
ban mobility, commercial, tou-
rist and cultural development.

A VISIBLE WORLD AND 
AN hIDDEN WORLD 
STRICTLy CONNECTED



Any object, from single 
building to the whole city, has 
a history, a development, infor-
mation that can be collected, 
processed and finally organi-
zed to obtain a global mapping 
of each phenomenon.

INTEGRATED AND 
GLOBAL APPROACh FOR 
URBAN SUSTAINABILITy

A global but at the same 
time specific knowledge of the 
territory is able to pursue a pro-
gram using a map that, starting 
from geographic surveys, col-
lects heterogeneous multidisci-
plinary information.

TERRITORy 
KNOWLEDGE

APPLICATION FIELDS

     Mobility

     Green spaces  

     Tributes

     Lighting

     Land register 

     Water resources

     Agriculture
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 [  URBAN LIFE  ]

APPLICATION FIELDS

     Security

     Life’s quality

     health and wellness

     Traffic

     Pollution

     Geo-marketing

     Trade

ThE ABILITy OF MEASURING ThE CITyhUMAN BEING ON ThE TERRITORy

Urban Life indicates all relationships networ-
ks created within the urban context, starting from 
the people who live in a territory. Networks of re-
lationships, connections, social communication 
flows: they are information that determine the life 
of a city.

Not just territory. Not just buildings. Not just 
shopping centers or industrial activities. Not just 
public green. 

The city is also formed by citizens who live 
there and which internally establish a dense rela-
tionship network.

 

     Tourism

     heritage
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 [  UNDERGROUND  ]

APPLICATION FIELDS

     Gas

     Water

     Electric

     Fiber

     District heating

     Georesources

GLOBAL SOLUTIONS FOR ASSETS 
MANAGEMENT

IMMEDIATE CONTROL OVER 
WATER, GAS, ENERGy AND 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

Knowledge means management: CityOmnis ® 
offers a global solution.

The subsoil represents the entire system be-
low the visible level. With CityOmnis ® is possible to 
obtain a capillary mapping and a continuous moni-
toring of energy supply networks, water pipes and 
technological and optical fiber networks present in 
city’s subsoil. With the possibility to program work 
and manage maintenance interventions.
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[  from micro to macro  ]
CityOmnis ®, a smart platform for the city, to control information: from a single tree to entire districts, thanks 
also to methods and models prepared by Sis.Ter s.r.l. to define control indicators and territorial monitoring.

[  your city dashboard  ]
Thanks to CityOmnis ® you can monitor all global aspects of development and always have necessary 
indicators to manage and plan current and future interventions. A structural vision of different phenomena 
that intersects the analytical knowledge of every single aspect: from territoriality to urban development, 
from asset management to citizenship.
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CityOmnis ® is a modular and scalable plat-
form that allows the integration of different modules 
oriented to different management problems. In par-
ticular, it adopts a structured backend module for 
the personalization and autonomous management 

of contents, and a frontend module for displaying 
and representation of data and data flows.

Data represented in CityOmnis ® cover both 
technical and administrative aspects of the repre-
sentation and management of territorial objects.

Technical and functional 
specifications

[  basic version characteristics  ]

MAP  
section

The map section allows you to navigate through 
main GIS tools on overlapping georeferenced 
information levels, which can be activated and 
deactivated using a specific data catalog. All levels 
can be queried and are provided with a detailed 
sheet for the publication of data and information 
associated with objects represented.

CityOmnis ® in its basic version is structured in a geographical section and a section of data and instruments, 
which can be represented independently but intimately connected as managed data are unique, but 
represented in two complementary ways.

DATA 
section

Data and tools section provides search and 
filtering functions, graphs, indicators and summary 
reports to enable  production of information 
from available data. CityOmnis ® identifies all the 
selected objects on the map through searches 
and filtering: these two representations always 
go together. 
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[  CityOmnis®: base version 
characteristics  ]

In its basic version, CityOmnis ® allows  management and data loading tools in shapefile (.ShP) format and in 
the geographic format of relational DBs with spatial extension, specifically Postgresql + PostGIS. It manages 
rasters in main formats (TIFF, JPG) and WMS.

CityOmnis ® in its basic version allows you to view information levels from:

   imported georeferenced vector data, through a tool available among the basic functions, within the basic 
DB structure of the application;
   remote web server that displays WMS services;
   remote database reached through shared APIs (eg smart sensors on territory);
   remote database that can be reached directly at the level of system architecture and logical routes, and 
for which you also have access permissions at the user account level.

The interfacing with external data sources, in real time, requires the construction of dedicated connectors 
following  indications of  customer and sensor / database suppliers.
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User Management

CityOmnis ® in the basic version provides a user management module for the configuration of roles and 
rights of the various accounts accredited with access to the system: through this module it is possible to 
create and profile users who can access the system. 

Each accredited user can also save his map configuration with a special tool, making the system mapbook 
flexible.

Publication of data

CityOmnis ® in the basic version allows to expose data, to publish / send geo-referenced geographic data, 
thus configuring itself as a WMS server, or via shared APIs to send data outside and interface with external 
applications. (eg. registry management software, taxes and land registry data).

Research and filtering

Within managed levels, CityOmnis ® in its basic version offers the possibility to perform searches and filte-
ring, both spatial and alphanumeric, modifying data of represented objects, both geographically and alpha-
numerically, import / export data from .ShP format and .DXF, reporting in .DOC and .PDF format, displaying 
graphs and summary indicators on the consistency and trend of data historically.

Manage the map

CityOmnis ® in its basic version integrates a backend module called “Administer Map”: used for  selection 
of areas, configuration of information levels and system tools, such as queries. Also, through this module 
single information levels loaded in the CityOmnis ® internal database can be configured in all aspects, 
starting from the object selection query (for any preliminary profilations or filtering) up to the presentation 
in map at color and theme level. For levels loaded into the DB, basic version of the application also allows 
configuration and publication of graphs of trend of their data, through appropriate widgets configurable 
through “Administer Map”. For external data, it is possible to perform operations allowed by the connec-
tion (direct, WMS, etc.) or shared APIs, but it is not possible to manage the values through widgets for 
the presentation of the same in the form of synthetic graphs. The “Administer Map” module in the basic 
version of CityOmnis ® also allows you to create and share thematic maps organized by profile.
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Available extensions and 
expandability

CityOmnis ®: available verticalizations and expandability of the basic version of the 
application

CityOmnis ® offers considerable modularity and can integrate various modules created as a verticalization of 
functions oriented to asset management in some specific application fields.

     Public Lighting
     Reports and interventions on the territory (planning, management, optimization, updating, 

communication with applicants, etc.)
     Green spaces (Meadows, irrigation points, etc.)
     Trees, hedges (maintenance, stability tests, technical sheets, etc.)
     Urban plans
     Properties (location, classification, management, maintenance, etc.)
     Supermarkets and trade centers
     Utilities networks (water, electricity, gas, telecommunications, etc.)

At the application level, as an expansion of the basic version, the following functional modules are available.
     Data catalog, for the presentation of all shareable contents present in CityOmnis ®
     Land registry management, for updating  geographical and alphanumeric data
     Civic management, for updating data on civic numbering, population register, production activities
     Green area management
     Streets management
     Waste management
     Management of slow mobility routes and enhancement of the territory, for the promotion of the 

territory
     Fiber-optic management to manage and develop fiber-optic telecommunications networks
     Water management to manage and develop water networks
     Management of reports and interventions, to track and manage every report related to all the assets 

managed by CityOmnis®

These verticalizations have the respective DB components for the “internal” management of data, but still 
allow interfacing with external databases as described for features of the basic version.
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[  from CityOmnis® to Dashboard  ]

The provision of services through API, already 
available from the basic version, can be used both 
“internally” to CityOmnis ® itself to manage the fron-
tend declined in various dashboards, and “external-
ly” to power for example the mobile services and the 
APP that to it they can be supported (Dashboard, 
APP and connectors are not included in the relelase 
base). The frontend module of CityOmnis ® allows 
you to manage the template and the published in-

formation of the application, based on the specific 
needs of the customer. The dashboard tool allows 
to present geographic maps, thematic maps, syn-
thetic indicators and, in real time, information flows 
coming from remote and heterogeneous sources. It 
is therefore possible to concentrate in a single win-
dow a plurality of data, either real time streams from 
sensors or cameras, or discrete extrapolations from 
other databases.

Further possibilities of evolution of the application concern the interfacing with real-time data sources for 
monitoring. The main manageable and representable “dynamic” data are currently the following:

    video streams from surveillance cameras;
    environmental sensor data;
    data from water monitoring sensors;
    data monitoring bins;
    social data flows: Twitter, weather, etc.
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APIs that can be activated as an extension of the basic version allow interfacing with applications of:
    management of personal data;
    tax data management;
    video camera streams management;
    dashboard modules;
    mobile APP for smartphone and tablets

CityOmnis ® therefore allows you to share thematic maps created and your own dashboard with a plurality 
of subjects and also with citizens, thanks to the “Public” module (not available in the basic version), which 
allows the system to be configured as an instrument of participation and comparison.
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CityOmnis® system 
architecture

The basic system architecture to be imple-
mented on Sis.Ter s.r.l. datacenter it is based on two 
distinct servers, one of backend (DB SERVER) and 
the other of frontend (AS SERVER), in order to ba-
lance and optimize loads and increase security. The 
backend server has no public IP but only private, so 
it is only reachable from the AS SERVER or from the 
other stations inside the VPN. A firewall protecting  
datacenter and the reachability of the server by all 
stations that need access to the CityOmnis®platform 
is considered a prerequisite.

In terms of tuning this choice allows to optimi-
ze individual servers for the specific function.

On the other hand, in terms of scalability, this 
approach allows considerable flexibility because DB 
Server can be managed through a cluster databa-
se, balancing the load. So adapting resources to the 
actual amount of data to be managed. Similarly, the 
AS can be upgraded, regardless of the server DB, 
to offer more RAM or more computing power (CPU 
number increase)
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Recommended server configuration:
Intel® Xeon® E7 or  higher,

16GB DDR-3 RAM or higher, 
1Gb network card, 
No. 2 redundant hot-swap power supplies.

Minimum server configuration for physical servers:
 Intel® Xeon ® Six-Core E5-2620 2.00 Ghz or 
equivalent,
 4GB DDR-3 RAM or equivalent, 
100 MB network card

Minimum server configuration for VPS virtual 
servers:
 2 vCPU 
2 vGB RAM 
100 GB hDD / SAN

Software configuration: 
Our systems are based on S.O. Linux Debian (> = 8), 
Apache (> = 2), PhP (> = 5.5), Tomcat (> = 7). 
Interfaces are all written in hTML5 language, 
with jQuery and derived frameworks. RDBMS (*): 
Postgresql (> = 9.4) with spatial extension Postgis 
(> = 2.1) and dynamic routing modules. Some 
additional packages or libraries may be needed 
based on any customizations required.

(*) Possible software alternatives are evaluated 
with the customer: for example, some services have 
been used, such as RDBMS, Oracle with spatial 
extension or SQL Server. It is advisable to perform 
periodic backup both on the DB side and on the 
filesystem side. Currently our architecture does 
every night both the backup of the whole DB and 
of the filesystem, on archives separated by servers 
themselves. For projects on Big Data, Mongo DB is 
currently successfully used in terms of increased 
performance compared to the SQL world.

Software/Hardware requirementS

Server Side Client Side

On the server side, following languages, webgis 
engines and frameworks are used:

     PhP
     Mapserver
     PhPMapScript
     Geomoose

On client side are used: 
     javascript (with some specific proprietary 

extensions with some advanced display modules)
     jQuery
     Kendo
     Dojo
     OpenLayers


All the main software used are opensource, except for some specific proprietary packages, 
for the management of dedicated functions.
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